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In today’s world, many young children have limited opportunities 
for free outdoor play, instead spending time engaged in structured 
and supervised activities and, in particular during recent Covid 
restrictions, indoors using electronic devices of one kind or another. 
For some children, their local area may have little or no natural 
outdoor space for play, and playgrounds with manufactured 
equipment do not offer the rich play and learning environments 
that allow children to experience the vegetation, animals, insects, 
water, sand and mud the natural outdoors offers. Indeed, the 
outdoor area of their early learning and care setting may provide 
some young children with the only outdoor play opportunities they 
experience. 

In this issue of ChildLinks we look at nature-based preschools, 
where children spend most of their time engaged in free-play 
outdoors in a natural setting. Natural environments are the ideal 
place for children to develop the confidence and skills to explore, 
take on new challenges and test their theories about how the 
world works.

In articles from Ireland, Lesley McIvenna from DCU considers 
how the outdoors provides opportunities for children to learn 
through play, movement, and communication and sensory 
experiences on a much larger scale outdoors in nature, as well 
as allowing children to explore and experience the natural world. 
Two providers of Irish preschools then outline how children 
thrive in their nature-based settings, eating, relaxing, playing 
and exploring outdoors in all weathers. Finally, Joan Whelan 
from the Irish Forest School Association outlines the history 
and development of Forest Schools in Ireland and how these 
work in practice, explaining how they offer positive outcomes for 
children’s learning and development.

Also in this issue, researchers from the US outline how nature 
preschools can help cultivate a successful transition from 
preschool to school while other international articles consider 
how sustainability education can be cultivated in nature-based 
early childhood programmes and how a socially- and ecologically-
conscious critical pedagogy can be applied to nature-based 
programmes in early childhood care and education.

Editorial
Spending time in natural 
outdoor environments offers 
many positive physiological 
and psychological benefits 
for us all, reducing stress and 
increasing our general feeling 
of well-being. For children, 
the opportunities for physical 
exercise and outdoor play 
that natural environments 
offer impact positively on 
all facets of development 
including gross and fine motor 
skills, cognitive development, 
co-ordination, memory, 
language development, and 
communication and social skills. 
Free outdoor play in nature also 
increases children’s confidence 
and independence, and offers 
opportunities for children to 
persevere, take risks and solve 
problems, as well as nurturing 
their curiosity and enhancing 
their innate love of nature.

Nature-based Preschools
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 Secret Forest Play School, Duluth, MN, U.S.

Playful Learning
How Nature Preschools Help 
Cultivate Academic Readiness
Eva Burgess, M.E.Ed, Classroom Educator, Oak Hill School, Eugene, Oregon, and Julie 
Ernst, Ph.D, Professor of  Environmental Education, University of  Minnesota Duluth, U.S.

The Importance of  Play
A successful transition to kindergarten has long-term effects on students’ motivation 

and engagement in school (Denham et al., 2012). Because this transition plays such 

a vital role in the early childhood experience, the focus on academic preparation and 

development continues to strengthen in early childhood education. Although many 

experts throughout the field of education recognise school readiness is comprised of more 

than academic learning, preschool educators increasingly feel the pressure of proving 

their students’ academic readiness. Often, the focus on academic content and learning 

experiences comes at the expense of play, exploration, and connection with nature 

(Gray, 2013; Louv, 2008). 
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Play and academic readiness may have more in 
common than that which initially comes to mind, 
however. A successful transition from preschool 
to kindergarten relies not just on children’s basic 
academic skills, but also includes their social-
emotional learning (SEL) skills, approaches to 
learning, and development of physical and motor skills 
(Claessens et al., 2009; Ladd & Price, 1987; NAEYC, 
2009; Snow, 2006). Through play, children have the 
opportunity to develop interpersonal skills, increase 
their problem-solving capacity, and develop critical 
skills for relating with the world around them (Coplan 
& Arbeau, 2009; Fisher, 1992; Frost & Sunderlin, 
1985). Play has also been linked with long-term 
well-being and mental health (Campbell et al., 2016; 
Denham & Brown, 2010). In fact, play is such a critical 
component of the early childhood experience, that the 
United Nations High Commission for Human Rights 
recognised it as an inextricable right of every child 
(Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Human Rights, 1989). However, even with this growing 
body of research highlighting the critical role of play in 
holistic child development, practice and policy often 
do not align with these key takeaways. One possible 
solution to further promote the importance of time for 
play is to more explicitly connect this link between 
play, learning, and academic readiness. 

Defining and Measuring 
Academic Readiness
By broadly defining academic readiness through a 
holistic lens, the focus shifts from purely academic 
skills to a view that includes a child’s readiness to learn, 
interact, and engage in positive learning behaviours. 
Although many factors determine readiness, two 
measurable sets of behaviours can serve as salient 
indicators of this readiness: peer play interaction 
and learning behaviours. Both of these components 
are positively linked to students’ school readiness 
and academic success, and can be supported by the 
foundational practices of nature preschools. 

Because play is one of the primary mechanisms in the 
development of young children’s social skills and peer 
relationships, peer play behaviours can serve as an 
indicator of social competence and school readiness. 
The ability to relate successfully with peers influences 
both academic and school success in kindergarten and 
beyond (Eggum-Wilkins et al., 2014; Rimm-Kaufman 
& Pianata, 2000). Higher levels of peer play skills 
are associated with positive learning outcomes and 
kindergarten competence (Bulotsky-Shearer et al., 2012; 
Eggum-Wilkins et al., 2014). Conversely, lower levels of 
peer play skills have been linked to problems with school 

adjustment (Ladd et al., 1996), development of language 
skills (Cohen & Mendez, 2009), and lower literacy and 
math skills (Bulotsky-Shearer et al., 2012). 

Learning behaviours are an overarching set of actions, 
behaviours, and dispositions that describe how a 
child engages in or responds to a learning situation 
(Dominguez et al., 2010). These skills tend to transfer 
to future learning contexts and thus are foundational 
to school readiness (Barnett et al., 1996; McDermott, 
1984). Helping children develop optimum levels of 
learning behaviours may help them succeed, and even 
stand out, academically (Shaeffer & McDermott, 1999). 
In contrast, children with poorer learning behaviours 
at the start of preschool have shown signs of greater 
maladjustment and absenteeism by the end of first 
grade (McDermott et al., 2016).

Finally, research suggests an interaction between peer 
play and learning behaviours (Coolahan et al., 2000; 
Fantuzzo et al., 1998). One study found that children 
who demonstrated positive peer play behaviours 
showed higher levels of positive learning behaviours; 
whereas children with higher levels of play disconnection 
demonstrated more negative learning behaviours 
(Coolahan et al., 2000). The interplay between these 
two constructs suggests that nurturing children’s natural 
desire for connection with others (peer play) may help to 
cultivate positive lifelong learning behaviours and thus 
further facilitate academic readiness. 

Nature Preschools, Play, 
and Academic Readiness
Nature preschools serve as an existing model where 
extended periods of uninterrupted, child-directed play 
are prioritised. ‘Play’ and ‘learning’ are not viewed as 
separate entities, but rather as deeply connected 
activities (Natural Start Alliance, 2019). During nature 
play, children routinely engage in open-ended, creative, 
social play, all characteristics which likely lead to the 
development of desirable play interactions. As children 
choose from a variety of outdoor play activities and 
interact with natural elements, often in the form of 
loose parts, they engage in many cognitive processes 
that use skills that overlap with those needed for social 
and emotional learning (Carter, 2016; Chawla et al., 
2014; Gerde et al., 2013). One recent study showed 
that children in a nature-based preschool programme 
were as academically prepared for kindergarten as 
those in a high quality, traditional preschool programme 
(Cordiano, 2019). However, the academic readiness 
of nature preschoolers has not yet been extensively 
studied. Thus, this study aimed to quantify the impact of 
nature preschools on academic readiness by studying 
its influence on peer play and learning behaviours.
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Study Methodology
In light of the aforementioned importance of learning 
behaviours and peer play behaviours, we studied the 
potential impact of nature preschools on these constructs 
using a pretest-posttest non-equivalent comparison 
group design. Eighty-four participants from four nature 
preschools in northern Minnesota, U.S. served as the 
treatment group, and twenty-four participants from 
two non-nature preschools in northern Minnesota, U.S. 
served as the comparison group. Regardless of weather, 
the majority of the day for students in the treatment 
group was spent outdoors in nature play (defined for 
this study as child-initiated play that takes place in and 
with nature). For children in the full day programme, 
this schedule allowed for approximately four to five 
hours of daily nature play, whereas the half-day children 
engaged in nature play for two to three hours. Outdoor 
play occurred in a variety of nature settings including 
‘wild’ (unmaintained) natural space, minimally managed 
natural spaces, and natural playscapes designed 
specifically for nature play. The natural playscapes 
included ‘structures’ such as stepping stones or stumps, 
digging areas, and a collection of loose natural parts 
for building and creating. Indoor spaces were used for 
approximately one-half to two hours for free play as well 
as for loosely structured, playful learning experiences.

Wind Ridge School House, Duluth, MN, U.S. 

Secret Forest Playschool, Duluth, MN, U.S.

The comparison preschools were selected based 
on similar geographic location, tuition structure, and 
demographic makeup in relation to the treatment 
schools as well as their willingness to participate. Both 
schools emphasised a child-directed play philosophy in 
order to support children’s cognitive, social, emotional 
and physical development. However, the majority of 
play for the comparison preschools occurred indoors 
(four to five hours) with an additional one to two hours 
of outdoor playtime in a maintained outdoor space with 
typical playground equipment. Children experienced 
approximately one hour of teacher-led learning. 

Participants across the preschools shared similar 
demographics (average age of four years old, primarily 
Caucasian, and of middle to high socio-economic 
status) and experienced developmentally appropriate 
programmes led by caring and responsive teachers. 
Child-centered, play-based pedagogy and practice 
aimed to support holistic development of children in all 
programmes. The proportion of time spent outdoors and 
the location of outdoor play time, both key attributes of 
nature play, served as the main differentiation between 
the nature and non-nature preschools. 

The Penn Interactive Peer Play Scale (Mcwayne et 
al., 2007), a 32-item teacher and parent rating scale, 
was used to assess peer play behaviours. The scale 
measures three dimensions: play interactions (play 
strengths, including comforting and helping other 
children, showing creativity in play, and encouraging and 
welcoming others in play); play disruption (aggressive 
and antisocial behaviours that interfere with ongoing 
peer play interactions); and play disconnection 
(withdrawn behaviour and non-participation in peer 
play). The Preschool Learning Behaviors Scale 
(McDermott et al., 1996), a 24-item teacher rating 
scale, was used to assess learning behaviours across 
three dimensions: competence motivation (children’s 
interest in and approach to learning-related activities; 
attention/persistence (children’s skill in focusing and 
maintain attention); and attitudes (children’s propensity 
to cooperate, accept help, and handle frustration). 
These instruments were administered at the beginning 
of the preschool year and again at the end of the 
preschool year.

Findings
Results suggest significant growth in the nature 
preschoolers’ play interactions as well as a significant 
reduction of play disruption behaviours and play 
disconnection behaviours in both school (teacher rating) 
and home/neighborhood (parent rating) settings. In 
addition, there was significant growth in the three learning 
behaviour dimensions of competence motivation, 
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attention/persistence, and attitudes. For participants 
in the non-nature preschools, the only construct where 
significant change occurred was a reduction of play 
disconnection behaviours in the home/neighborhood 
setting (parent rating). Thus, study results indicate not 
only the potential for nature preschools to positively 
impact peer play interactions and learning behaviours, 
but also that nature play may be more conducive to 
supporting learning behaviours and desirable play 
interactions as well as reducing non-desirable play 
behaviours than indoor play. (See Burgess and Ernst, 
2020 for detailed results and statistical information). 

Correlational analyses were conducted with posttest 
levels of participants’ learning behaviours and peer 
play behaviours. The results suggest that higher levels 
of competence motivation were associated with higher 
levels of play interaction and lower levels of play 
disconnection. Similarly, higher levels of (more positive) 
learning-related attitudes were associated with lower 
levels of play disruption behaviours. Collectively, these 
findings are significant because they offer additional 
evidence that connects play and learning, while also 
offering early childhood educators a programmatic 
example (nature preschools) through which they can 
help prepare children for the transition to kindergarten. 
Because this transition has long-term effects on student’s 
motivation and engagement in school, it is an especially 
significant transition in education (Denham et al., 2012). 
The following sections place these results in the context 
of existing research and offer potential explanations and 
implications of the findings.

The Natural Environment
In the current study, all children spent the majority of 
time in play; however, the main differences between 
groups resided in the location of the play. At the nature 
preschools, children spent most of their time engaged 
in diverse, open-ended, outdoor free play. The natural, 
dynamic environment in which outdoor play occurs 
creates a plethora of options for play. As children choose 
from a variety of outdoor play activities, they engage in 
many cognitive processes that support learning (Bell & 
Dyment, 2008; Carter, 2016; Chawla et al.2014; Gerde 
et al., 2013). Regular experiences in nature also typically 
involve exploration of varied and dynamic landscapes 
that may create a greater breadth of learning and play 
opportunities than those found in traditional preschools 
(Danks, 2010; Frost, 1992). While playing in nature, 
students have the ability to explore, organise, manipulate, 
rearrange and direct their play, all skills which create 
foundations for success in the classroom. Other studies 
have also highlighted learning-related benefits of nature 
preschools such as a positive association between 

children’s self-regulation and exposure to nature 
(Weeland et al., 2019), improved cognitive functioning 
(Burdette & Whitaker, 2005; Wells, 2000); an increased 
ability to problem solve (Bundy et al., 2009; Kuh et al., 
2013), and increased creativity (Wojciehowski & Ernst, 
2018). 

The diverse play opportunities that seem to support 
academic learning also may offer insight into the 
desirable play interactions seen in this study. Open-
ended play in green spaces, like that seen in nature 
preschools, diversifies the range of opportunities for 
children to both formally and informally engage in a 
variety of social learning opportunities. As children play 
and learn, they engage in many scientific processes 
that use skills that overlap with those needed for social 
and emotional learning and the development of positive 
peer relationships. Many of the play activities commonly 
occurring at a nature preschool are heavily embedded 
with cooperation and social interaction, which may 
facilitate supportive peer relationship (Chawla et al., 
2014). The current results further seem to suggest that 
the diversity of play opportunities afforded through 
nature play may be one explanation for the development 
of both positive learning behaviours and positive peer 
play interactions.

Wind Ridge School House, Duluth MN, U.S. 

Secret Forest Playschool, Duluth, MN, U.S.
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Choice and Autonomy
Choice, free will, and the voluntary nature are all central 
components of the definition of play (Gray, 2013). In 
contrast to much of their time spent in adult-directed 
activities, during play children make their own decisions 
and develop a sense of control over their lives. These 
qualities are especially important when considering the 
development of lifelong learning skills. Numerous studies 
have shown that, when provided with choices, individuals 
demonstrate higher levels of effort, rates of completion, 
and intrinsic motivation as when compared to those 
without choices (Patall et al., 2008). Furthermore, when 
children are given choice and autonomy they typically 
develop and demonstrate greater motivation, adjustment, 
and long-term interest in subjects (Krapp, 2005; Lillard & 
Else-Quest, 2006; Ryan et al., 1985). 

Secret Forest Playschool, Duluth, MN, U.S. 

Play in a dynamic, outdoor environment may further 
help to create a learning environment that emphasises 
choice and autonomy. Research suggests that play 
in nature offers more free choice than play that is 
confined by artificial, human-made boundaries such as 
manufactured play equipment and blacktop (Chawla 
et al., 2014). Nature preschools also prioritise giving 
children the freedom to explore, make mistakes, and 

learn from these mistakes, which may in turn create a 
safe space for children to naturally develop positive 
learning behaviours and peer play interactions. Such a 
space allows for child-driven risk taking as well as for 
learning through trial and error (Bundy et al., 2009), both 
of which would seem to support the development of 
positive learning behaviours. The freedom of choice that 
is cultivated through nature preschools perhaps allows 
children to create a safe space where they can build 
relationships and explore their natural curiosities free of 
artificial boundaries and constraints.

Little Barnyard Preschool, Esko, MN, U.S. 

Playful Learning
As noted previously, the results of this study suggest 
an association between higher levels of competence 
motivation and higher levels of play interaction. Previous 
studies have also shown that positive peer play is part 
of an overall pattern of positive classroom behaviour 
and learning (Coolahan et al., 2000; Fantuzzo et al., 
1998). The ability to learn and think is highly intertwined 
with social and emotional well-being (McCain, 2020). 
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Because many of the same qualities that are developed 
through play are also foundational in school success, 
these findings are not surprising. However, that does not 
diminish their importance in supporting the notion that 
play and learning are not separate entities, but rather are 
wrapped together as two interdependent components of 
the early childhood experience. 

Wind Ridge School House, Duluth, MN, U.S. 

Little Barnyard Preschool, Esko, MN, U.S.

A playful state can have a powerful effect on an individual’s 
creativity, learning, and problem-solving ability. Nature 
preschool visitors often comment on the joyful sounds 
that fill the air as children dig, roll, run, hide, pretend, 
create, and encourage one another, all while moving in 
and out of play stories. These joyful experiences help 
children learn. Neuroscience shows that when students 
are engaged in active, joyful, and meaningful experiences 
and when they feel minimal stress, they are better able 
to attend to, interpret, and learn from experiences. 
Because this describes the learning experience in nature 
preschools, it is not surprising to see the intertwining of 
play and learning. 

Play comes naturally to most children and allows them to 
create their own world, with its own rules and procedures, 
where they can explore and unriddle the more complex 
aspects of the adult world (Nitecki & Chung, 2016). 
Children want to learn about the world around them 
and discover how it works. However, unlike play, many 
basic skills such as reading and basic mathematics are 
not innate skills or procedures. Play then often functions 
as a vehicle to practice, apply, and adapt these skills 
(Gray, 2013) which are necessary in most modern-
day societies. Thus, learning these skills through an 
inherent mechanism such has play has shown to be a 
highly efficient, productive, and powerful learning tool 
throughout time (Gray, 2009). In other words, play allows 
children to make sense of and learn the skills needed to 
navigate outside of their pretend worlds. (For a thorough 
explanation of the supporting research, see Chapter 7 of 
Free to Learn by Peter Gray; 2013).

Little Barnyard Preschool, Esko, MN, U.S.
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Play is often seen as trivial and forced to take 
a backseat in favor of more rigorous academic 
preparation. However, the results of the current study, 
combined with a growing body of research, argues a 
different viewpoint. Play is not a luxury, but rather an 
essential component of learning, relationship building, 
and academic preparedness. Nature preschools offer 
one method for cultivating a space where this overlap 
of play and joyful learning can thrive. 

Take Home Messages
	� Unstructured, outdoor playtime (such as that 

occurring at nature preschools) may help 
children develop crucial school readiness skills. 

	� A holistic view of academic readiness supports 
nurturing children’s natural curiosity and desire 
for connection with others, which may also help 
to cultivate lifelong learning behaviours.

	� Play and learning are heavily intertwined 
activities, both of which are supported by 
outdoor free play.
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History
Natural Start is an outdoor preschool in rural farmland 
of Donabate, North County Dublin. It sits on one acre, 
close to the Broadmeadow Estuary and is surrounded 
only by fields. Run by my husband and me, the 
preschool opened in 2015 with six children and has now 
expanded to 22. The land was previously an orchard and 
so there are mature fruit trees and sheltering conifers 
on the site along with semi-mature ash and younger 
broadleaf trees that we have planted with the children. 
We have a classroom, a sensory garden, polytunnels, a 
vegetable garden, an orchard, an 80 square metre sand 
pit enclosed by grassy hills, a fire pit with rock seating, a 
wooded area with a living beech-tree house and a wild 
area with elder, ash and wildflowers. 

While studying for a Degree in Early Years Teaching and 
Learning with Maynooth University, I realised that my 

preschool at the time was not an ideal environment for 
the children in my care. Just as Montessori noticed that 
children were lacking structure in their world, I believed 
that children in my care had a need for undirected free 
play and freedom of movement in a natural environment. 
Children needed space to run without bumping into each 
other. They needed time to think and decide what they 
wanted to do rather than being directed towards toys by 
the adults around them. They needed real-world objects 
and natural materials rather than plastic toys. They 
needed to feel the weight of stones, the texture of mud 
and the coolness of the water in puddles. This brought 
me to consider outings to our garden and eventually 
to consider moving my preschool from the town to my 
home. I have since gone on to do Forest School Training, 
which I incorporate into the curriculum. 

Irene Teeling, Manager, Natural Start
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Philosophy
We believe that children thrive when surrounded by 
nature. There is something about being outdoors that 
relaxes children and stimulates their interest and 
imagination. When you open a door with an infant in your 
arms you can feel their almost magnetic attraction to the 
air, the breeze, the scents and the sounds. They seem to 
have an innate desire for connection to the many tiny 
things that lie waiting for their discovery. We believe in 
the importance of the outdoors for young children for all 
aspects of their development. 

We also believe in the importance of a calm, natural 
environment. Part of creating that sense of calm is 
achieved by not over-filling children’s time with activities 
or organising their day. Our philosophy is based on 
our own upbringings, having both come from farming 
families. As children, we had time to sit among trees – 
birdwatching, building dens, making bows and arrows, 
noticing seedlings and tracking deers, foxes and 
badgers. We had campfires and cooked food. Over the 
years, we learned that the seedlings under the chestnut 
tree developed into other chestnut trees and this is how 
we discovered what the seed leaves of the chestnut 
tree look like – nothing like their true leaves. Noticing 
nature at this level takes time – not hours, but seasons. 
We give children as much time outdoors as possible and 
trust that their instincts will be their best director. Young 
children need to engage in the outdoor environment for 
hours on end. For true engagement, this time should be 
spent self-directed and unstructured. Providing children 
with this opportunity to simply be we have found that 
they become calm, content, proudly self-confident and 
oozing with creativity. 

Children learn and develop through play, exploration, 
experimentation and discovery. We provide an 
environment with many loose parts and resources to 
used freely. Children have freedom of choice in their 
play activities. They choose their play materials and their 
playmates. They interact with each other and create 
their own world of games. They solve problems while 
learning about nature, experiencing adventure and using 
their growing creativity and imagination. With the space 
we have available, we have opportunity for a multitude 
of loose parts, from long branches that children can 
manoeuvre as they like, pebbles and larger rocks to 
ropes and tarps for den making. Every day children can 
engage in active hands-on experiences. Through this 
they become fitter, stronger, more agile and so grow in 
confidence in their own abilities. 

We believe strongly in “stretching” children to encourage 
development of skills and aptitudes. We provide stimulus 
for them to grow at a level where they are certain to feel 
the challenge and also where they are likely to succeed. 

This is known as the ’Zone of Proximal Development‘. 
We never do something for a child that they can do 
for themselves. We have high expectations of children 
in terms of their physical skills. We find that as children 
begin to see themselves as capable, they then reach 
to meet their new goals and so grow in both skills and 
in character. They develop a growth mindset and are 
more open to future challenges. This is building their 
determination and resilience. 

Children need a risk of failure. We give children the 
opportunity to make mistakes and to learn from these. 
This might be falling because they have been running 
too fast. It might be pushing a friend too far emotionally 
and causing them to cry or sulk. We don’t tell children 
what to do or how to fix their problems. We ask them 
what they think they should do and what they think the 
outcome may be. We encourage children to guess how 
others are thinking, how they are feeling and what they 
can do in actions and in words to influence others. We 
treat children with respect and encourage them to earn 
respect from others. This also builds resilience which 
they will need in every future relationship. 

The adults in the school are there to facilitate all these 
aspects of our philosophy. We are there to provide 
opportunities for play and to be a calming force in 
the child’s life. We are there to encourage interactions 
between the child and their peers, and to facilitate 
risk-taking in order to build resilience. We are careful 
to be positive and light-hearted around small bumps 
and falls. We don’t fuss over nettle stings or if we 
hear a bumble bee. We are also there to extend the 
child’s interest in the natural world and to provide a 
knowledge base that they will build on into the future. 
For example, we teach names of plants, trees and 
wildlife and aspects of their form such as the shape of 
the leaves, buds, bark and so on. 
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Our Daily Work
We are a predominantly outdoor preschool, though we 
do have a classroom for use when needed. If there is a 
red weather warning, then we stay indoors. Winds over 
a certain force also determine if we can be outdoors or 
not. During brief rain showers we continue our play, or we 
take shelter until it has passed. 

Children arrive each morning dressed in their wet gear 
and ready to play. We wait on our meeting logs until 
everyone has arrived and we chat. We check in with 
everyone and see how their mornings have been and see 
if anyone has any plans for the day. 

Our morning meeting includes a pre-maths aspect where 
we call the roll, discuss the year, month, day, date and 
colour a pattern on our calendar. We do an action song 
or a rhyme and then we begin our day’s activities. Some 
mornings begin with a game to get everyone moving or 
interacting. This could be a team-work effort such as a 
treasure hunt where we follow previously laid out clues or 
directions on a map, or it could be an individual mission 
– for example, one child might need to find something 
curvy, another child might need to find something round. 
There are other more traditional games such as stuck in 
the mud, duck duck goose and tag, and these are adapted 
to the season or any celebration. Games get the children 
connected with each other and warmed up for the day.

At this point the children are free to go play. They often 
begin play in the sand pit area or in the mud kitchen. From 
there, play can evolve to other areas of the garden. This 
happens in many ways. Sometime children use the areas 
as part of their pretend play like going for a walk in the 
forest. Wild animals such as wolves, hawks, foxes and owls 
come up in their games very often. Other times children 
are seeking solitude, a break from a certain type of play, 
or are searching for insects under logs and in the long 
grass. There are times children want to run and scream. 
There are some times when children are searching for 
hills to fall down, to roll down, and they clamber back 
up and do it all again. There are piles of pebbles and 
larger stones that children can use in their play. There 
are sticks under the trees that children can gather when 
they need some. The wild-flowers and ornamental plants 
growing around are picked for decorating castles or 
making pretend soups and dinners. Children are taught 
that common plants like buttercups and daisies can be 
freely picked, whereas more rare plants like cowslip or 
wild primrose are not picked but are left alone to multiply. 

We stop for snack just before 11 am. This involves a toilet 
trip and hand washing before children sit at picnic tables 
or on a picnic mat on the grass. We all eat together. 

After snack, the children are ready to run to play again. We 
often set up an activity and if children are interested, they 

will take part, if they are not interested they continue with 
their play. An activity could be painting/drawing, wood 
working, gardening, making music, using clay, lighting a 
fire, or working on a project for the school. Children are 
free to watch, to take part, and they can leave when they 
have done enough. Some children choose to help tidy 
up, others run off to play. 

At home time we wind down and reconnect by asking 
about our favourite part of the day, asking who played 
together and what they did. We do story telling or read 
a book. We read short social stories to teach more 
complex concepts such as jealousy, sharing, interrupting 
and so on. 

We are very flexible in our routine. If it’s too windy or too 
cold in the morning time, we don’t sit on the logs and we 
can run straight to play to keep warm.

We have a school bell that signals a transition, it usually 
means to pay attention to the teacher and to come to 
them. We use the bell to indicate snack time, to gather 
children together for a game and to indicate tidy up 
time at the end of the session. Children take turns 
ringing the bell. 

Benefits
Outdoor preschools provide a huge number of benefits 
for preschoolers. There are psychological benefits to 
spending time outdoors including lowered stress levels, 
improved physical health, creativity and concentration. 

There are huge, documented benefits of big body play 
for preschoolers. These include physical development 
such as building of muscle, strengthening of the 
skeleton, increased oxygen and the release of hormones 
that balance the body, doing things such as regulating 
sleep and bringing a sense of well-being. It also releases 
chemicals which cause development of certain parts of 
the brain, including the areas responsible for decision 
making and social discrimination. Children who take part 
in big body play have increased self-awareness. They 
know their limitations and their skills. They know how fast 
they are, how heavy they are and what will hurt them. 
This is the beginning of the development of empathy, as 
children realise that they are capable of hurting others 
and they know what it feels like to be hurt. 
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Children are developing their sense of proprioception, 
this is the sense that tells the body where it is in space. 
It plays a part in self-regulation, co-ordination, posture, 
body awareness, ability to focus and speak. Outdoor 
play gives the child many opportunities for feedback on 
where their body is in space. They learn how much force 
to use when lifting a feather or a rock. They learn how 
much effort to exert in their muscles for various tasks 
and movements. They learn where to place their bodies 
for their desired outcome, for example placing their feet 
correctly when climbing a ladder or running down a 
stairs at the right speed so that they don’t fall. 

In our school we have created small hills or mounds 
to climb on, to run on, to roll down, to slide down, to 
climb up or crawl up. There is opportunity for cross body 
movements, which develop the connections between the 
brain. Children can run through long grass, drag wood, 
carry stones, carry heavy tin buckets and frying pans, lift 
wooden blocks/logs to build, use rope to lift a tarp, run, 
catch, roll, tumble, hop, kick and so on.

Children’s social skills are benefiting from time outdoors. 
During child-led play there are many naturally occurring 
opportunities for social interactions. Long free play 
times also allow play complexity to develop and so the 
quality of these interactions improves. Children are free 
to talk, to give suggestions, to give directions, to explain 
their ideas, negotiate with others and develop their play 
alongside their friends. The frequency of these social 
interactions also helps the child to develop emotionally. 
The environment is constantly extending demands and 
expectations to provide a stimulus for development. The 
children are building emotional resilience as they interact 
with each other and with the environment. Falling off a 
wobbly rock can be just as jarring emotionally as it can 
be physically. 

Intellectually, children are benefiting from early 
experiences of the natural world while they are absorbing 
information readily and easily. They are quickly and easily 
learning the names of the trees, wildflowers, insects, 
seeds and vegetables around them. They are sowing 
pumpkin seeds, caring for them as they grow throughout 
the season and then harvesting them in the autumn. 
They are sowing carrot seeds and harvesting them and 
bringing them home to eat. They are seeing how potatoes 
are grown and how they develop as a tuber under the 
soil. They bring apples home to eat and to bake with. 
Through the type of play children becoming involved in, 
they are learning a lot about basic mathematics, physics, 
chemistry and engineering. Through their play with open-
ended natural materials such as logs, branches, stones 
and flowers, the children are learning what happens to 
items when they fall, roll, are dropped in water, are bent 
or stood on. Through their interactions in games, through 

conversations, through questioning, the children are 
stretching their knowledge base all the time. 

Children are quickly improving their independence. They 
are learning how to manage their own clothes and their 
wet gear. They are learning when they are too hot or too 
cold and what to do, such as add or take off layers. They 
are listening to their body and learning when to put on a 
hat, when they are thirsty and when they need to use the 
bathroom. They are developing a strong sense of self 
and confidence through interactions. When they have 
an initiative, they are learning how to go about making 
that idea a reality. In order to execute an idea they may 
need to get others on board the idea, negotiate, direct 
others how to move large objects, build or arrange. This 
takes a lot of skill. 

Finally, children are given good examples of the reality of 
cause and effect while outdoors. Flexibility to this reality 
comes in time. Through the regularity of the routines and 
the seasons, children are given time to accept and adjust 
to them. They understand quickly that if it is cold that 
they must wear warm clothes, if they take their wet gear 
off then they will get wet, if they drop their apple then it 
will be dirty. Children begin then, to respect the limits and 
realise that there are reasons for rules. For example, they 
learn that we cannot pick every flower because then 
there will be none left tomorrow. They learn responsibility 
when we explain that we should return insects to their 
families, when they see what happens if a plant doesn’t 
get water or if a plant doesn’t get light. They learn a lot 
through the cycles of nature, from sowing seeds, planting 
out, caring through the season, feeding when needed, 
then harvesting and preserving the harvest. Children 
are involved in blackberry picking and making jam. The 
cycles of nature are revealed to them slowly and with 
it a calmness and security comes upon them, in the 
knowledge that there is always the stability of nature in 
their lives, and they can enjoy the traditions that come 
with each season. 

For more information see www.naturalstart.ie

http://www.naturalstart.ie
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Climate change is a current and future crisis that adversely affects both adults and children. 

Yet, it is the world’s 2.5 billion children who will live to see a 1.5 degree C warmer world, 

rising seas, climate migration, and water and food shortages (Climate Analytics, 2019). As 

children prepare to inherit the climate crisis, they will need to develop a skill set that will 

allow them to solve two complex intersecting problems. They will need to simultaneously 

(1) discover solutions for environmental science-related problems and (2) navigate issues 

related to resource access, climate migration, and global citizenship (Pandve et al., 2009). 

Shannon Audley, Smith College, US, and Julia Ginsburg, Concordia University, Canada

We Can Mitigate Climate 
Change By Cultivating 
Sustainability Education in 
Nature-Based Early Childhood 
Programmes
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Environmental education often addresses the first 
problem: understanding the science related to climate 
change and the importance of human/more-than-human 
relationships. Nature-based preschools and their focus 
on outdoor and environmental education are vital in 
helping young children develop these skills to address 
the climate crisis. Specifically, nature-based preschool 
programmes help children develop relationships with 
nature (the more-than-human-world), cultivating an 
appreciation of and caring for the Earth (Wilson, 1994). 

But what about the second problem, the one related 
to navigating the direct impact that climate change 
has on the entire human population? Spending time 
in nature and learning to love the earth does not build 
children’s capacity to understand and appreciate the 
interconnection between human and natural systems. 
Nor does it build children’s capabilities for engaged global 
citizenship. Both of which are also necessary to combat 
climate change (Davis, 2010). Sustainability education, 
however, builds on children’s experiences in nature and 
their caring for the earth by helping them learn to think 
about the human/more-than-human interconnections 
and how to become climate citizens, necessary steps in 
building a sustainable future. 

To provide children with the skills to engage with a 
complex, constantly changing planet, we suggest that 
sustainability education can and should be cultivated in 
early childhood nature-based education programmes. 
First, we will explain what we mean by sustainability 
education, how it differs from environmental education, 
and why it should be taught in nature-based preschool 
programmes. Then, we will highlight findings from our 
study, Ginsburg and Audley (2020), that examine the 
benefits and tensions of teaching sustainability practices 
in nature-based preschools. We will end with suggestions 
for teachers and administrators to promote sustainability 
education in nature-based early childhood programmes.

What is Sustainability Education and 
Why is it Necessary? 
The World Commission on Environment and 
Development (Brundtland, 1987) defines sustainable 
development as ‘development that meets the needs of 
the present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their needs’ (p.87). Compared 
to environmental education, which focuses primarily 
on concepts, emotions, and knowledge related to the 
environment, sustainability education encompasses the 
tenets of environmental education while recognising that 
additional dimensions, namely social, economic, and 
political, must be addressed to protect our Earth’s future. 

Julie Davis, an Early Childhood researcher at the 
Queensland University of Technology in Australia, identifies 

three components to sustainability education: education 
in, education about, and education for the environment. 
Education in the environment considers the outdoors 
(meaning nature in all forms) as a learning resource. 
Children and adults benefit from spending time outdoors 
in nature and learning to love and care for the Earth. For 
example, What do I notice about nature? How can I learn 
to care for nature? Education about the environment 
helps children learn and identify the interconnectedness 
of humans and nature, and human roles in facilitating 
those connections. For example, Why do humans need 
pollinator species, such as bees? How do human actions, 
such as mowing the lawn or using pesticides on plants, 
harm pollinator species? Education for the environment 
is a more politically overt form of education, one that 
helps children become “problem-seekers” and “action 
takers” about sustainability issues related to their own 
lives. For example, How do we conserve energy in our 
classroom? Who gets to use the water table, and from 
where should the water come? The goal of education for 
the environment is for children to become concerned with 
and engaged in social action for environmental change.

  To provide children with the skills 
to engage with a complex, constantly 

changing planet, we suggest that 
sustainability education can and should be 
cultivated in early childhood nature-based 

education programmes.   

Many preschools, including nature-based preschools, 
already engage in education in the environment. But 
very few programmes engage children in sustainability 
education, education in, for, and about the environment. 
We believe that sustainability education is absent 
from early childhood programmes, from adults’ worry 
– worry about how to talk about climate change and 
worry about how children will respond to learning about 
climate change. Adults’ fears make sense. Thinking 
about climate change is daunting for adults, and young 
children have not necessarily developed the social and 
emotional skills necessary to navigate such a complex 
topic. However, dismissing preschool-aged children 
as too young to learn about sustainability education 
is a missed opportunity. Young children are already 
learning how to navigate complex social structures in 
their classrooms. The school environmental behaviours 
and practices they engage in will form the basis of their 
future environmental resiliency, actions, and behaviours 
(Audley et al., 2020). All young children need to be given 
opportunities to think about complex issues in their own 
way and come up with solutions that work well in their 
classroom and family environments. 
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Why Should Nature-Based Preschools 
Deliberately Engage in Sustainability 
Education?
We believe that nature-based preschools are at the 
forefront of education regarding their ability to engage in 
sustainability practices. They are already engaging in one 
of the key tenets of sustainability education: education 
in the environment. According to Natural Start Alliance 
(2014), nature-based preschools are (1) preschools 
that employ nature as their central organising practice, 
(2) connect whole child development with children’s 
developing relationships with the more than human 
world, and (3) often spend a portion of the day outside 
engaging in free play in the outside environment close 
to their school. Nature-based preschools range from 
Forest Kindergartens, where children spend most of their 
school time engaged in free-play outdoors in a forest or 
other ‘wild’ setting, to urban programmes with ‘human-
made’ settings, where children spend their outdoor time 
in a courtyard or kitchen garden. Regardless of location, 
all nature-based preschools promote spending time in 
the outdoors, and through their interactions with nature, 
children learn to love and care for the earth (Sobel, 2014). 
However, education in the environment is not enough, as 
the climate crisis has reached a tipping point where our 
children’s future will not resemble the childhoods of our 
past. We need children who love the earth to become 
resilient, creative thinkers and problem solvers who will 
cope with the environmental changes they inevitably 
will face. As one nature-based preschool teacher who 
engages in sustainability education told us:

Our huge observation is that [sustainability 
education] creates problem solvers. It 
creates thinkers. We want children to be 
able to be good problem solvers and good 
thinkers to be able to cope and deal with 
issues ahead, and we feel like it instills 
some sort of resilience in them. 

How Can Nature-Based Preschools Extend 
Beyond In The Environment to Promote 
About and For Sustainability Education?
Based on our findings from our 2018-2019 study with 
nature-based educators in a centralised area of the 
Northeastern United States, we think preschool educators 
can successfully incorporate sustainability education 
into any curricula, whether it is explicitly nature-based or 
not. We interviewed 20 early childhood educators from 
nine nature-based early childhood programmes in urban 
and rural locations. We were interested in understanding 
(1) in what ways nature-based early childhood educators 
promoted and engaged within sustainability curriculum 

(education in, about, and for the environment) and (2) 
common tensions between engaging in sustainability 
practices, school curriculum, and family expectations.

In the environment

Our research findings demonstrated that teachers felt 
it was beneficial for children to spend time outdoors 
in any environment, whether it was a ‘wild’ forest or 
an urban ‘human-made’ courtyard. Regardless of the 
type of nature, the more time children spent in the 
environment, the more they learned to love and care for 
the environment. However, it was not the amount of time 
that children spent outside that mattered: it was the kind 
of time. Preschool teachers promoted unstructured free 
play in all outdoor environments. They highlighted how 
unstructured play helped children develop (1) empathy 
towards the more than human world and (2) agency 
and connection in their interactions with the more than 
human world.

For me, I think that fostering a connection 
with the natural world, especially because 
we live somewhere where that is so readily 
available, is such a huge part, even before 
we try to teach taking care of the world. 
First, you have to love the thing that you 
are supposed to be taking care of.

Free play outside also created tensions with the 
children’s families, who were worried about the risks 
children would incur spending ample time outdoors. 
These risks included children wandering off and getting 
hurt, ticks and the weather. However, teachers found that 
they could navigate these tensions by educating parents 
that uncertain risks exist, but that uncertain risks were 
manageable. For example, one uncertain risk of being 
outdoors might include a child getting wet if it rained. 
This risk is manageable, however, as teachers can require 
rainwear and a change of clothes.

About and for environment

Generally speaking, educators in our study engaged in 
education about and for the environment less often than 
education in the environment. However, they successfully 
incorporated education about and for the environment in 
two ways. First, teachers incorporated developmentally 
appropriate questions about sustainability issues into 
their lessons and play. For example, one classroom 
discussed sustainability through water play rules. The 
classroom had a rule that water for water play could not 
come out of faucets but had to come from rain barrels. 
Through this implicit lesson on conservation, children 
became interested in rain cycles. They learned that 
water was a limited resource, one they had to navigate 
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sharing, and learned to love and appreciate the rain 
while problem-solving about when and how to use it. 
Some teachers also chose to explicitly discuss the socio-
political aspects of climate change, such as indigenous 
land rights, through concern for others. By comparing 
land rights struggles with the children’s everyday 
concerns about belongingness and property, the teacher 
helped children think outside their own experiences and 
laid the groundwork for becoming global citizens. 

Teachers rarely talked about the dangers of pollution or 
other “scary” aspects of climate change. Instead, they 
chose to focus on instances where kids could change 
their behaviours and take positive action in a way that 
made sense to them. In one case, a class discussed 
whether they should use glitter. This discussion allowed 
the teachers to teach the children how the glitter 
impacted the more-than-human world. Although the 
children loved glitter, they loved the Earth more and 
wanted to help protect the Earth. 

The kids wanted glitter this year, and 
there’s a couple reasons why we don’t use 
glitter any more as a program, but one 
of the reasons is because of the damage 
that it does to the oceans. As much as we 
love it, we did talk to the kids about glitter 
in the oceans, and they got really upset 
about it, and they started saying, ‘oh my 
gosh, I have glitter at home! I should throw 
it away!’ And I was like, ‘well, I mean, use 
it first, and then just don’t buy anymore.’ 

But then we also talked about how 
everyone’s family makes the decisions 
that they make, because we didn’t want to 
have a shame thing happening because 
of it either. But it was interesting because 
some of the kids got really upset like, ‘oh 
my gosh, I have to tell my parents, we 
shouldn’t use our glitter glue anymore.’ 

Second, teachers engaged children in about and for 
education by actively creating classroom practices 
and behaviours that challenged children’s outside-of-
school experiences, such as colouring on both sides 
of the paper and using cloth napkins instead of paper 
towels. Many teachers also engaged in more traditional 
pro-environmental behaviours, such as picking up trash, 
composting lunches, and having kids develop ideas 
for what to do with old water bottles. Although simple, 
these activities allowed children to engage in human 
environmental action, which is the basis for sustainable 
lifestyle practices (Chawla & Derr, 2012). When given 
opportunities to be creative and to act in ways to sustain 
the Earth, children do so, and they influence their parents 
as well. The teachers noted that parents and other family 
members reported that kids were asking to use cloth 
napkins or wanted to start composting at home; in some 
cases, the parents obliged their children. This reported 
child influence on family behaviours is not limited to our 
study; research suggests that young children can and do 
teach their parents about sustainability practices and 
thus change family environmental behaviours (Istead & 
Shapiro, 2014).
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Given these successes, there were also tensions related 
to education about and for the environment that teachers 
had to navigate:

1. Teachers noted that it was difficult to navigate 
developmentally appropriate practice with the 
cognitively complex content associated with 
climate change. For example, young children have 
trouble thinking about time and the passage of 
time, but understanding climate change requires 
thinking about the Earth from a perspective of 
millions of years.

2. Teachers also had competing curricula, pre-
literacy and pre-numeracy, which are emphasised 
in preschools in the United States. Teachers often 
reported not doing sustainability lessons because 
they felt they needed to spend more time reading 
and writing.

3. There were tensions between sustainability 
practices that teachers were cultivating in the 
classroom and family environmental practices. For 
example, teachers would help students reduce 
their trash waste in the classroom, but parents 
would send pre-packaged meals for lunch, which 
generated a large amount of trash. 

However, even though these tensions existed (and indeed, 
exist in many preschool classrooms that do not focus 
on sustainability), teachers were able to create lessons 
and activities that fostered creative problem solving and 
resulted in sustainable behaviours that children ‘took 
home’ to their families. 

How Can Nature-Based Preschools Get 
Started?
We have three suggestions based on our research for 
how to help nature-based preschools expand education 
in the environment to include sustainability education 
about and for the environment. 

1. Reinforce children’s time in nature by helping 
children explicitly (a) develop empathy and 
caring and (b) understand the impact they have 
on the more-than-human world. 

One way to do this might be through daily storytime, 
where each child shares what happened when they were 
playing outside. Teachers can scaffold this storytime by 
asking each child to think beyond what happened to 
emotions, motivations, and mental processes associated 
with what happened. Questions to consider, adapted 
from Audley et al. (2020)

	� How does that make (other people, plant, animal) feel? 

	� I know you said you felt X. How do you think 
(creature/plant) felt when that happened? 

	� What did you mean to happen?

	� Could X also have been your goal?

	� What did you believe would happen?

	� Now that that happened, what steps should we take 
next?

Scaffolding children’s experiences in the environment 
will help children develop coordinated perspective-
taking to understand better how they impact nature and 
how nature impacts them.

2. Identify aspects of the curriculum or children’s 
play that can be easily expanded to include human 
impacts, and use these as discussion points for 
helping children understand how humans impact 
nature and how nature helps humans. 

	� For example, in a lesson about the butterfly life 
cycle, include the (negative) human impact of 
picking flowers or cutting grass on the butterfly life 
cycle. Also, include how humans need butterflies 
and other pollinators for food. Discuss and explain 
how the children’s behaviours around pollinators can 
influence people in different places (for example, 
if there are no places for butterflies to lay eggs, 
butterflies will not migrate across countries and 
pollinate other people’s crops). 

The goal is for children to see the complex relationship 
between nature and humans, and that they are 
intertwined. A secondary goal is that children will be 
able to identify that human impacts are not limited to the 
children themselves but may influence people in other 
countries, which will help create global citizens.
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3. Involve children in creating classroom use 
policies that reflect conservation and sustainability 
in developmentally appropriate ways. 

	� For example, teachers can ask children what 
should be done with the plastic yogurt cups from 
their lunches or the tops from their squeezable 
applesauce pouches. Teachers can ask their 
students, ‘how might we think imaginatively about a 
new life that this object can have instead of going 
to a landfill?’ 

	� For example, if there is a water or sand table in the 
classroom, teachers can ask the children where 
the water or sand comes from? Is there enough 
for everyone? How should they allocate sand and 
water play? 

The goal is for children to see themselves as able to 
identify conservation and resource allocation problems 
and develop workable solutions. Thus, ideas for changes 
need to come from the children themselves instead of 
imposing those changes on the students. If you know 
a solution will not work, let them try it anyway. Then 
problem-solve and try again. This way, children can feel 
that they are finding their own ways to conserve and 
carry their newfound power to change the future and 
know how to solve complex challenges.

Conclusion
The United Nations Education, Scientific, and Cultural 
Organisation, (UNESCO, 2017) determined that we 
must include children in responding to all aspects of 
climate change, including changing behaviours and 
adapting to the new climate reality, as scary as it may 
seem. One way to do this is to start early by engaging 
young children in sustainability education in nature-
based preschool programmes. Although adults have 
created the climate crisis, we can’t abandon the next 
generation to their own devices. As educators, we must 
help the children of today develop a complex problem-
solving skill set that will enable them to:

1. Love the Earth.

2. Use science to solve problems.

3. Understand the interconnection of humans and 
nature.

4. Make sure that everyone gets what they need to 
adapt to the climate crisis equitably. 

  Although adults have created the 
climate crisis, we can’t abandon the next 

generation to their own devices.  
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The Benefits of 
Outdoor Learning
Lesley McIlvenna, Lecturer, Dublin City University, Dublin and Anglia Ruskin 
University, Cambridge, UK. Climate Ambassador, An Taisce

In these pandemic-related times, the importance of our 
daily walk in nature has been magnified. We have all 
probably noted both the personal mental and physical 
health benefits and the fact that being outdoors has a 
positive effect on our well-being. 

However, in recent years, ‘childhood has moved indoors 
and children are paying the price’ (Driessnack, 2009, 
p.73). Given the number of gadgets and new technology 
available, there is increasing concern about the low 
activity levels that children in today’s world are engaging 
in and a recognition that outdoor play for children is an 
extremely important factor in combatting an increasingly 
sedentary lifestyle. 

In 2013, a longitudinal study in Ireland, Growing Up in 
Ireland, found that a quarter of three-year-olds in Ireland 
were overweight or obese (Dempsey, Lyons & McCoy, 
2020). The main reason given for this was that children 

are not being encouraged and supported to go outside 

to play and learn, causing them to be less active, get 

little exercise, gain weight and become obese. A more 

recent report on childhood obesity completed by the 

World Health Organisation in 2021 showed that a lack 

of physical activity is leading to much higher rates of 

obesity and very serious health problems. In fact, a 

new survey conducted by the Guardian newspaper has 

suggested that three quarters of UK children spend less 

time outdoors than prison inmates, due to increased time 

spent online, concerns about safety outdoors and also 

because of the lack of education and preparation from 

parents and educators. 

  a lack of physical activity is leading 
to much higher rates of obesity and very 

serious health problems.  
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As early as the 4th Century BC, the Greek philosopher 
Plato noted the importance of both physical and 
intellectual education to develop the whole personality 
of the student. Outdoor learning was first described as ‘an 
education in, about and for the out of doors’ (Donaldson 
& Donaldson, 1958, p.17) and, in the 20th Century, there 
was a rise in the philosophies of outdoor learning and a 
realisation of the potential benefits of outdoor play for 
early childhood education. As one of the pioneers of early 
education, McMillan describes in her book The Nursery 
School (1919) how the organisation of an outdoor area in 
a setting deserved particular attention as being outdoors 
was important for health and wellbeing, and she later 
commented that ‘The best classroom and the richest 
cupboard is roofed only by the sky’ (McMillan, 1925, 
p.6). Other early childhood educators such as Friedrich 
Froebel and Maria Montessori have also contributed to 
our understanding of the value of outdoor play and the 
belief that it aids children’s development and progress. 
As a result, outdoor learning provision today has an 
important place in early years settings.

Why is Outdoor Learning 
Important?
Children learn through play, movement, communication 
and sensory experiences. The outdoors provides this 
on a much larger scale and is one of the best learning 
environments for children as it also allows them to 
explore and experience the natural world. The benefits of 
learning outside the classroom are endless. Being outside 
allows children to express themselves freely as, unlike in 
an indoor classroom, there aren’t any space constraints 
meaning children can jump, shout and explore to their 
hearts’ content. The sense of freedom that playing 
outdoors brings is fantastic for a child’s development, 
both physically and mentally, and they feel less inhibited 
outdoors. Play is especially effective for learning 
because play evokes positive feelings in children and 
thus motivates them to learn (Martin & Ouvry, 2000), they 
do not consider the outdoors as a ‘learning environment’ 
(Bilton, H., 2010, p.255). Playing and learning outdoors, 
children learn about the world around them, experience 
changes in the weather and learn about habitats and life 
cycles. They also develop their social skills, having more 
opportunities to communicate than they might perhaps 
in a classroom environment. 

Allowing children more time and space outdoors also 
gives them the sense of freedom to make discoveries 
by themselves. Young people can develop their own 
ideas or create games and activities to take part in with 
their friends without feeling like they are being directly 
supervised. Often, children begin to understand what 
they can do by themselves and develop a ‘can do’ 

attitude, which will act as a solid foundation for future 
learning. Children also take part in activities that involve 
risk taking and they learn to make calculated decisions 
such as ‘can I climb this tree?’ 

The Rise in Forest Schools
In the early 1990s, a range of forest schools opened in 
Denmark, Sweden and other Scandinavian countries, 
where children engage in outdoor activities regardless of 
the weather conditions. In forest schools, the emphasis is 
put on free outdoor activities, the development of social 
skills and creativity in children, and children’s emotional 
well-being. Following a visit by early years practitioners 
from Bridgewater College in the UK to a forest school 
in Denmark, a similar school was opened in an outdoor 
area close to the college in 1993. It was noted how the 
provision improved children’s overall well-being and 
increased their confidence, self-esteem and independent 
thinking (Knight, 2013). Forest schools soon followed in 
Ireland and became recognised as beneficial within early 
childhood education as they ‘allow for development of 
physical stamina and gross motor skills, co-ordination 
and the development of fine motor skills’ (Canavan et 
al., 2005, p.190).

The initial difference between forest schools in 
Scandinavian countries and the first UK forest school 
and others that opened in the UK was that, at that 
time, UK early years practitioners allowed children 
to play outdoors only in warm weather. Moreover, UK 
early years practitioners preferred structured play; thus, 
learning in these early years setting was more formal 
than learning in Scandinavian forest schools (Knight, 
2013). According to Tovey (2010, p.79), children in the UK 
were limited by ‘a culture of risk aversion, risk anxiety, 
restrictions on children’s freedoms to play outdoors and 
increased regulation.’ In Scandinavian countries, children 
possess more freedom in their outdoor play. Outdoors 
early years provision has since evolved in the UK and 
Ireland, however, and settings have become more adept 
at incorporating the outdoors into their daily routine.

According to the Forest School Association in the UK, 
forest schools programmes can be defined as ‘an 
inspirational process, that offers all learners regular 
opportunities to achieve and develop confidence and 
self-esteem through hands on learning experiences in a 
woodland or natural environment with trees’ (FSA, 2021). 
In forest schools, the ‘diversity of the natural environment 
meets children’s needs for a stimulating and varied play 
environment’ (Fjørtoft & Sageie, 2000, p.83). The freedom 
of forest schools allows children to ‘explore using 
multiple senses’, which is ‘fundamental for encouraging 
creative, diverse and imaginative play’ (O’Brien & Murray, 
2007, p.32).
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Forest schools have been an enormous success in Ireland 
as they are empowering children to delve into nature 
and explore all around them while remaining active and 
inquisitive. Forest school programmes not only inspire our 
children to explore and investigate the natural world, they 
also help to build resilience and confidence in children 
through hands-on learning experiences. Activities such 
as creating potions and perfumes or searching for mini 
beasts, for example, allows for creativity while also 
lending itself to cross curricular learning, incorporating 
art with numeracy and science.

There is now an Irish Forest School Association, a 
community where membership is open to all who are 
interested in developing quality forest schools in Ireland 
(IFSA, 2021) that provides practitioners with policies, 
events and quality resources.

Outdoor Learning at DCU
Here at the Dublin City University (DCU), within the 
Institute of Education, we are building on students’ 
knowledge of a holistic pedagogy of care, and of 
teaching and learning. The Outdoor Learning module 
within the Bachelor of Early Childhood Education degree 
involves exploration of the outdoor environment as an 
appropriate space for child development and learning. 
It also raises awareness of the physical, social and 
environmental settings available outdoors to children 
in their everyday lives. Students examine the role of 
movement experiences outdoors that will develop 
motor competence and encourage creativity, social 
skills and physical activity levels of young children. 
Outdoor learning gives experiences of confidence, 
appreciation, curiosity and freedom as ‘Outside no 
one owns it or controls it’ (Bilton, C., 2010, p.255). Year 
round access to outdoor play spaces are debated in 
an Irish and international context including the types of 
environment and experiences young children need. We 
explore the beneficial use of Forest Bathing in Japan 

as an alternative to anti-depressants. Students learn 
how to construct play areas that are physically and 
emotionally safe to promote physical and collaborative 
play. We explore the importance of giving children 
time and scope to acquire, refine and consolidate 
their developing skills during outdoor play that can 
involve risk taking behaviours while investigating the 
role of the adult in providing non-directive but vigilant 
support. Students relish the opportunity to go outside, 
in pre-Covid times, and explore the outdoor learning 
environment while developing fundamental movement 
skills in young children, regardless of the weather. As 
Ranulph Fiennes has said ‘There’s no such thing as bad 
weather, only inappropriate clothing.’ It is changing this 
mind-set of being dependant on good weather that can 
transform a childcare setting and its staff use of their 
outdoor space. Throughout the module, we are equipping 
the early years practitioners of the future with the tools 
required to improve teaching and learning outdoors and 
ensuring time spent outside is creative and engaging.

Conclusion
Climate change is rapidly affecting our world and by 
promoting positive habits and encouraging young people 
through experiential learning to develop a lifelong love 
of their environment we can begin to make a difference. 
Outdoor learning allows the curriculum to be seen through 
a different view. It enables all students to feel, to explore, 
run and also just to be. The positive effects on children’s 
motor development along with their physical, social and 
emotional development is evident. Outdoor learning also 
gives a depth to the curriculum and allows for learning 
in an environment which is full of sensory experiences. 
Through outdoor learning we are encouraging future 
generations to begin life as exploratory learners and 
enjoy the rich tapestry of the outdoor environment, while 
also developing a range of skills that they can bring back 
into the classroom and apply to everyday life.
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Outdoor Learning in 
Carraig Briste & Killegney 
Early Years
Orlagh Doyle, Owner/Director, Carraig Briste & Killegney Early Years

Background
Carraig Briste was first established in 2005 by Orlagh 
and James Doyle on the grounds of their home in 
Templescoby, Co. Wexford. In 2012, a second building 
was opened to cater for children in the ECCE scheme 
and to provide an afterschool programme.

In 2016, the family renovated the former Killegney primary 
school, creating a state-of-the-art facility to provide a 
high-quality early years and afterschool service. 

Introduction
In Carraig Briste & Killegney Early Years, children’s 
welfare along with family input and contentment with our 
service are the most important things to us. We provide a 
warm, loving, home-from-home environment, where each 
child is treated with respect and allowed to develop and 
learn at their own individual pace while feeling happy, 
safe and secure. 

The philosophy of our service includes values and 
principles from different approaches in Early Childhood 
Education such as Montessori, Reggio Emilia and Forest 
Schools. We follow Aistear, the Early Childhood Curriculum 
Framework in Ireland, as the foundation of our curriculum.

We provide a child-centred and natural environment 
where the children learn through play both indoors 
and outdoors, enabling them to grow as individuals in 
a holistic way. Children are engaged in both individual 

and group activities to create a community of learners 
while educators support and scaffold their learning and 
development to help them grow at their full potential, all 
the time working in partnership with the family. 

Learning Outdoors
Carraig Briste & Killegney Early Years service has been 
built on a love of nature and outdoor learning pedagogy, 
with love of the natural world endorsed by pioneers such 
as Reggio Emilia, Montessori and Frobel at the heart of 
our ethos. We believe strongly in the benefits of outdoor 
learning for children’s overall well-being. The Covid 
pandemic has reminded us all of the beneficial effect 
of being outdoors on our physical and mental wellbeing 
and our commitment to the vision of children thriving 
outdoors is stronger than ever. We offer opportunities for 
children to be outdoors more often and for longer, and 
they benefit from rich and engaging environments that 
offer authentic, rewarding and satisfying experiences. 
We know that nature leaves us feeling revitalized, calm 
and relaxed, and this is more vital now than ever before.

We have observed that children who have difficulties in 
a classroom-based environment become highly engaged 
in the outdoors, appreciating the freedom they have to 
climb, dig, move and simply explore. Being in an outdoors 
environment enables children to develop self-regulation 
skills, which increases their ability to participate in an 
indoor environment. 
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We are fortunate to have ready-made natural educational 
resources on our doorstep such as pinecones, sand, 
stones and water that the children are keen to gather, 
collect, create and use through real life, active, hands-on 
experience. The environment provides opportunities for 
the children to develop and apply skills, knowledge and 
problem solving that they will require later when they 
transition to a school environment. 

Responding to the Covid 
Pandemic
As a team, we were acutely aware of our responsibility to 
children who had months without the early years setting 
and little access to extended family as a result of the 
Covid pandemic. Many of the children returning to us had 
experienced social isolation during the lockdown and we 
had to be cognisant of the potential consequences of 
this. Welcoming children back to the setting we could 
begin to eliminate the social isolation and reconnect 
children to their familiar routine. We knew that the 
healing qualities of nature would help children recover 
from the trauma that many have experienced during the 
pandemic. 

Within days of closing due to lockdown restrictions, 
we in the management team focused our energy and 
commitment on developing a reopening plan that would 
best deliver a Covid-safe environment for everyone. 
Covid is much less likely to be transmitted outdoors 
than indoors so it made perfect sense to adopt outdoor 
learning as a solution to both reduce the chances of virus 
transmission and boost care and education for every 
child. We deliberated on the pros and cons of every 
aspect of our outdoor provision, considering all angles, 
reading every piece of government guidance, and taking 
time to consider the views and needs of both our families 
and our valued team. 

Adapting the Outdoors 
Environment
Over the years we have been fortunate enough to have 
made several study visits to the UK over the years 
with Early Childhood Outdoors1, a social enterprise 
seeking to increase the amount and quality of outdoor 
experience for young children across the UK. Through 
these experiences, we developed an appreciation of 
accessibility and quality design in outdoor provision. 
The outdoor environments we were planning to adapt 
needed to suit Covid requirements and comply with the 
Early Years (Pre-School) Regulations 2016. We wanted 

1   https://www.earlychildhoodoutdoors.org/

to create outdoor provision that supported children 
throughout the day including mealtimes, sleeping and 
toileting, and that worked with the damp outdoor Irish 
climate. With a marathon amount of work (early mornings 
and late nights) in risk assessment and endless policy 
development, we reopened with new outdoor shelters, 
toilets, food storage and alfresco dining, all compliant 
with Covid 19 and Early Years Regulations. 

When they returned, the children immediately picked up 
where they had left off. The happy days and sounds of 
children laughing within the setting had returned. It was 
heartening to witness the children resume their favourite 
activities of rolling in the grass, chasing butterflies, jumping 
in puddles and digging in muddy holes. Our bird feeders 
were filled, rabbit burrows checked and life with the 
ponies, Highland cows and our much-loved therapy dogs 
all returned in an instant. Our original idea had been to 
train golden retrievers Harvey and Bailey for our children 
with additional needs. However, over time we have seen 
the love and connection they make with every child and 
family; their contribution is enormous within the settings. 

Nothing beats watching a child sitting in the wild outdoors 
immersed in a place of silence and peace; watching out 
for an interesting earthworm to peep up or chatting to 
the slow-moving snail – the emotional connection in it 
all is incredible. Our settings are blessed with beautiful 
opportunities and we strongly believe that children have 
a right to high-quality outdoor play where vital learning 
occurs when they are allowed to immerse themselves 
in nature. 
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It is lovely to watch how the play changes over the course 
of the day. Today a discarded cardboard box had been 
carefully filled with leaves, grass cuttings and stones to 
make the perfect home for a lucky dinosaur. This type 
of experiential learning is part of our everyday, filled 
with imagination, movement and self-motivated play. 
Every season brings change in the colours of the garden. 
These spring weeks bring longer days and our gardens 
are filled with rejuvenation as children are busy working 
vegetable plots and filling flower planters bringing new 
life and hope to all.

The days in the settings are supported by educators 
who provide rich information, curiosity and unlimited 
play invitations with an understanding of the benefits of 
spending time in nature for children’s holistic well-being. 
We like children to have that lovely fluid time to sit, chat 
and reflect on their experiences as part of our emergent 
curriculum. 

We are often asked about the level of risk involved in 
children having so much freedom within the environments 
we provide. We tend to consider the risk as benefits rather 
than drawbacks. When we do this, we remind ourselves 
that children are capable, competent and independent 
learners who should be active in their decision making 
and supported in embracing challenge.

Bringing the Outdoors In
We have been inspired over the years by the Reggio 
Emilia approach to the indoor environment and 
educators seize every opportunity to bring elements of 
nature and natural materials indoors, supporting our 
nature pedagogy in every aspect of the child’s day. This 
approach advocates for children to learn experientially 
– through touching, listening, smelling and observing. 
Providing simple opportunities for the children bring the 
outdoor environment in, for example, putting wild flowers 
into a vase of water and placing it on the dinner table, 
brings so much joy and extends learning. 

Children transition easily between outdoors and indoors 
whatever the weather. Sometimes they enjoy indoors 
for morning break, dinner or their daily rest at their own 
choice. The colours of the settings indoors are subtle 
and filled with natural aesthetics such as indoor plants. 
Rooms are flooded with natural light. This all marries 
well with the opportunities provided outdoors and we 
recognise the importance for children to have choice in 
outdoor and indoor experiences.

A Peek Inside Our Daily 
Routine
In Carraig Briste & Killegney Early Years we value 
spontaneity and take advantage of every teachable 
moment. However, we also understand that young 
children feel secure with structure and they benefit from 
knowing what will happen next. We therefore follow a 
loose, unhurried schedule, interspersed with predictable 
events throughout the day, such as morning tea, group 
opportunity and rest times.

	� Arrival: Our time together begins each day as 
children assist in putting away morning tea, followed 
by breakfast. Each child joins with key workers and 
friends indoors or outdoors and prepares for their 
day ahead. 

	� Morning meeting: Children join in conversation, 
engage in music and movement activities, enjoy 
stories, sing songs and participate in other small 
group experiences both indoor and outdoor.

	� Group exploration: Our daily outdoor exploration 
includes rambling through woodlands, tending 
ponies, and visiting Highland cows accompanied 
by the beloved therapy dogs Harvey and Bailey. 
Every garden space in Carraig Briste & Killegney 
offers differing play prospects, although all provide 
mainstays of sand, water, construction, mud kitchen 
and mark making opportunity. Den building is a firm 
favourite this year! Indoors we offer the same range 
of interest areas, equipped with authentic materials 
that offer real-life play materials. 
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	� Morning break: Educators and children eat family 
style – we prepare and serve this together and enjoy 
this as a relaxed social time together.

	� Dinner and rest time: Following a hot dinner, children 
are given the opportunity to sleep or rest on an 
individual rest mat. This may be indoors or outdoors 
depending on the weather, with tranquil music 
played to relax these busy bodies. 

	� Outdoor: Children enjoy unstructured play time in 
natural outdoor playscapes each afternoon. As 
educators, it is a time we see children’s interests 
emerge and as a community of learners we can 
see opportunity to develop our short-term and 
curriculum planning. 

	� Afternoon tea: This is a small snack that is enjoyed 
outdoors in our gardens and shelters.

	� Home time: Our busy and satisfying day draws to a 
close with a brief and appreciative report to family. 

Partnership with Families 
Our partnership with families since re-opening our 
setting after Covid-related closures has remained largely 
unaffected. Every family has adapted to their brief 
morning and evening chat with keyworkers in sheltered 
and garden areas with copious amounts of hand washing, 
mask wearing and handing over of their daily lunch 
bag. Before reopening we developed a short video that 
explained the changes that Covid would necessitate, 
which emphasised the abundance of outdoor provision 
and gave a visual understanding of the changes required 
in providing a safe environment.

Conclusion
Carraig Briste & Killegeney environments provide 
children with a powerful experience in nature, full of 
real life experiences. Educators partner with children by 
supporting and extending their interests, and providing 
incredibly rich and meaningful opportunities where 
children experience the interrelationship of all living 
things. Optimisim and resilience are, without question, 
two of the best dispositions to have in Early Childhood 
Education and Care. We see so many positive outcomes 
from what has become our everyday practice as a result 
of the pandemic. Despite how challenging this last year 
has been, our settings have cause for celebration for all 
that has been achieved and we have so many aspirations 
for the year ahead. 
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The Irish Forest School Association (IFSA) was founded in 2016 and is engaged in the 

promotion and development of Forest School (FS) in Ireland. We bring Forest School 

practitioners together to inspire inclusive, playful learning for all, in nature. We want 

to build resilience and relationships, through our connection with each other, and the 

natural world, while inspiring creativity and supporting wellbeing. More information can 

be found on our website www.irishforestschoolassociation.ie. 

‘You might think of a desk in the middle of the forest, but that’s not how it works’ (Adam, Aged 7) 

The Irish Forest School 
Association (IFSA)

Joan Whelan, Chairperson, the Irish Forest School Association

Introduction
Participating in a Forest School (FS) session in 2019 
with a group of six-year-olds, I had one of those ‘light-
bulb’ moments that happen every now and again and 
give pause for thought. Our eyes had been drawn 
towards the tree canopy by the fleeting sight of a grey 
squirrel bounding up the trunk of a tall Scots Pine. 
Lie down, lie down, urged one of the children in a 
commanding but quiet voice. That way is best. And 
we did. We lay down. Three six-year-olds and myself, 

flat out. There was quiet for perhaps a minute as the 
four of us searched the tree canopy for the elusive 
squirrel. I realised that in 36 years as a primary school 
teacher, I had never before fully encountered this kind 
of immersive, embodied, child-initiated experience 
that felt very powerful and right. FS is a pedagogical 
approach that can provide more opportunities for this 
type of experiential learning in our schools and early 
years settings. 

http://www.irishforestschoolassociation.ie/
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This is important as post-industrial, technologically 
orientated modern living has reduced our opportunities 
for direct contact with nature. Sara Knight, a prolific 
writer on FS suggested in 2011 that ‘many new walkers 
will only experience concrete or carpet beneath their 
feet’ (p. 4). Time is running out for society to learn to 
live more sustainably and to find ways to ‘support 
the long-term flourishing of the Earth’s human and 
ecological communities’ (Earth Charter, 2000). This 
raises fundamental questions about the kind of learning 
environments we want to foster in light of the challenge of 
living well on the Earth. FS is one pedagogical approach 
that can support education and care systems to play 
their part on this journey. 

Principles and Ethos of 
Forest School
The contemporary FS movement emerged as a 
grassroots movement in the UK in the mid-1990s (Cree 
& McCree, 2013). FS is about the same group of children 
and adults spending a sustained period outdoors, in a 
natural, wooded environment, once a week, ideally year-
round. A recent definition describes Forest School as: 

…a type of outdoor education which facilitates 
the holistic development of the learner through 
play, risk-taking and nature connection. FS is 
an ethos-driven process and is governed by six 
core principles…it is the interplay between the 
core principles that makes it work and it is only 
when the six principles are found together that 
we see the subtle and complex progression 
that FS is designed to deliver. (FSA, 2020) 

The Irish Forest School Association (IFSA) describe 
the six principles of FS as follows:

1. FS is a long-term process of regular sessions, 
rather than a one-off or infrequent visits; the 
cycle of planning, observation, adaptation 
and review links each session. 

2. FS takes place in a woodland or natural 
environment to support the development of 
a relationship between the learner and the 
natural world. 

3. FS uses a range of learner-centred 
processes to create a community for being, 
development and learning. 

4. FS aims to promote the holistic development 
of all those involved, fostering resilient, 
confident, independent and creative learners. 

5. FS offers learners the opportunity to 
take supported risks appropriate to the 
environment and to themselves. 

6. FS is run by qualified FS practitioners who 
continuously maintain and develop their 
professional practice. 

Forest School Movement in 
Ireland
I was involved in setting up the first FS programme in 
Ireland in 2012 in the primary school in Dublin where I 
was the principal. Around the same time, environmental 
activists like Ciara Hinksman were starting community-
based FS projects. I became interested in FS in 
response to what I felt was a need to explore ways for 
staff and parents to see children, in particular those 
with additional learning needs, in a more strengths-
based way. FS pedagogy seemed to be one way 
to provide for more holistic and relational learning 
opportunities in the primary school. At this stage, I had 
not fully appreciated the powerful role nature could 
play as co-teacher. This revealed itself to me over time 
as I became more immersed in the possibilities of FS as 
a pedagogical approach. 

There are now (2021) approximately 227 FS leaders 
in Ireland. Half to two thirds of those are in practice 
either within their own workplaces or as independent 
practitioners. Approximately 75 others have completed 
training but have not yet been certified. In the North of 
Ireland, the Northern Ireland Forest School Association 
(NIFSA) has trained approximately 300 FS leaders 
within school and early years settings since 2011. 
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History of  Forest School
The contemporary FS movement is most often 
associated with Scandinavian cultural engagement with 
the outdoors. Cree and McCree (2013) suggest FS as it 
emerged in the UK in the 1990s was a response to the 
so-called ‘cotton wool culture’ surrounding children’s 
lives, aligned with environmental concerns over the 
increasing separation of the human and natural world. 
These ideas were brought to wider public attention by 
activists like David Sobel (1996), Tim Gill (2007), Sue 
Palmer (2007) and Richard Louv (2010). Theoretically, 
FS pedagogy draws on frameworks associated with 
Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Froebel, Montessori, Margaret Mc 
Millan, Susan Issacs, Steiner and Dewey (Cree & McCree, 
2013). All of these theorists prioritised nearby nature 
as optimal sites of learning and promoted progressive, 
child-centred approaches to learning. Their influence 
is clear in present-day curricula in our schools and 
early learning settings. However, actualising this kind of 
pedagogy remains a challenge, which it is suggested FS 
can help to overcome. 

A multiplicity of studies have described positive 
outcomes for learning and development in FS. Harris 
(2017) described five themes associated with children’s 
learning in FS: 

1. Personal, Social and Emotional Development 
associated with team work, social skills, coping 
with challenge and developing resilience. 

2. Developing attitudes to risk and responsibility. 

3. Learning about the natural environment through 
skills development and tool use. 

4. Kinaesthetic, sensory, peer-led, and discovery 
learning styles. 

5. Connecting with nature through recognising and 
using natural things, caring for the natural world 
and developing a sense of place. 

Being in Nature
Spending time in local natural places is a key principle in FS 
pedagogy. Power (2015) describes the starting point of FS 
as place, in which the child is ‘called to play by the vastness 
of space and time in front of them’ (p. 29). So, the ditches 
in a local field at the back of the houses where I grew up 
and where on summer evenings children of all ages from 
our road gathered and had rope swinging competitions, 
from the overhanging trees, out of sight of adults, speak to 
me of place. Long built over now, when I think of that field, 
it evokes those times and the powerfulness I felt there. 
Wattchow and Brown (2011) say it is the:

integration of sensory experiences, in 
community and in places, coupled with 
reflection and representation that make 
the work of place-responsive outdoor 
educators distinctive in terms of curriculum 
and pedagogy…What is taught, and learnt, 
emerges through interaction rather than 
being delivered through set activities with 
pre-determined outcomes. (p. 196)

I think FS is one such place, responsive pedagogy. 
Wattchow and Brown go on to say that such pedagogy 
represents, ‘An active journey towards belonging. With 
belonging comes connection and the development of 
an ethic of care’ (2011, p.196). So how does that look in 
practice? 

Forest School in Practice
In most formal education settings, FS takes place once a 
week for a minimum of one term and ideally throughout 
the seasons all year round. Each session lasts for a 
minimum of two hours and ideally for most of the day. 
FS is seldom cancelled due to adverse weather. The 
exception is wind, due to the risk falling branches pose 
for those in woodlands. Good quality waterproof leggings 
and jackets, warm clothing and suitable footwear are 
essential for both adults and children. A low adult/ child 
ratio is required and the session must be facilitated by 
a trained FS Leader. A substantial lunch and access to 
hot or cold drinks is important as appetites and thirst 
increase outdoors. The FS movement abides by the 
‘Leave No Trace’ philosophy. Taken together, these 
preparatory steps mean that risk is mitigated, basic 
needs are met and pedagogy in FS can be fully enacted.

  Good quality waterproof leggings 
and jackets, warm clothing and 

suitable footwear are essential for 
both adults and children.  
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Routines in Forest Schools
Each FS session follows a series of routines. Facilitated 
by the FS leader, the opening circle enables everyone 
to come together as a group and agree a plan for the 
session. Setting out the physical boundaries of the FS 
site (using flags) helps to build understanding of limits 
and is non-negotiable. Everyone participates in the risk 
assessment process, where natural hazards such as 
overhanging branches, brambles, water as well as litter, 
glass and other human-made dangers are reported and 
managed. Animal calls are used in FS to signal that 
everyone should make known where they are. Usually, 
the group agree a call to use throughout the sessions, 
for example, a wolf howl or a birdsong. A ‘sit spot’ is a 
favourite place in FS, to which participants can return 
to be still for a few minutes. Freely chosen play is a 
core routine in FS. Den building, games, mock fights, 
sometimes very physical, as well as quieter activities, 
nature art and writing may all happen at this time. Like 
the opening circle, the closing of the session is marked 
by the group coming together to reflect on the session 
and to give gratitude. Adults sit into the circle, sharing the 
cups and utensils and food at lunchtime. They experience 
the challenges of feeling cold and wet and managing 
risks, as well as sharing stories, songs and excited tales 
of the accomplishments of the day. 

Nature as Co-teacher
The space available in FS is generally larger than the 
typical indoor classroom space. Mostly, the site provides 
the materials used in the sessions. Natural spaces 
comprise hillocks and rough terrain, trees and bushes, 
shelters and dens, water and mud. Natural spaces 
provide opportunities for movement, for lying down, for 
being out of sight, for climbing and crawling, slipping 
and sliding. Pine cones, acorns, conkers, mud, sticks and 
leaves and other loose materials from the forest floor can 
be used as camouflage, as hiding places, as challenges, 
as inspiration for creative expression. Children can 
also move away to find a quiet contemplative space to 
learn or rest. During activities, children often stop and 
wander for a few minutes, chat or look at others and then 
come back to their task. Over time, there is increasing 
awareness of the life forces of the forest. 

Activities and Skills 
Development
Tools used in FS included loppers, secateurs, bowsaw, 
billhook, knives and peelers (for cutting and whittling), 
mallets and palm drills. Ropework is another skill 
developed in FS. With these two skill sets, shelters and 

dens can be built. Playing games, sharing stories and 
nature art also comprise regular activities in FS. Most 
activities use nature-based themes and the resources of 
the forest. While participation in all of these activities is 
optional, leaders encourage the children to listen to the 
rules of the game or the proposed activity so they know 
what is involved and can make an informed choice about 
whether to participate or not. The ‘tooltalks’ always 
highlight the importance of using the tools correctly. 
Fire making is an important routine in FS practice; 
however, fire is not permitted on many sites. Where fire 
is permitted, the children learn skills like how to use fire 
steels to ignite a flame, ways to cook and make drinks, 
and how to extinguish fire safely, leaving no trace. 

Curriculum and Progression 
in Forest School
In FS, curriculum is interpreted as a broad term that is 
about holistic, learner-centred approaches to teaching 
and learning. Sessions are closely related to national 
curriculum frameworks for the child’s age and stage. 
However, in FS, sharing food, talking, moving, being still, 
as well as writing, making, thinking and singing hold equal 
value as potential learning experiences. Everyone is a 
learner, adult and child, across all of these dimensions 
of learning. This is a Deweyean perspective of curriculum 
as mutually constructed experiences that start with 
the learner. In FS, this means that reflective practice, 
process and holistic experiential learning is prioritised. 
Observation, self and peer assessment are used as 
markers of progression. This broad understanding of 
curriculum is facilitated in FS by the low adult /child ratios 
and by the affordance of the natural environment. The 
emphasis on process in FS enables reflective discussion 
by the children on their learning and supports explicit 
self-assessment and peer assessment. For the adults 
leading the session, being observant is about being 
present and alert, based on a belief that children have 
the tools within themselves to find solutions and will 
seek out adult support as needed. It is also about being 
alert to risk and knowing the ‘right ‘moment to intervene 
to keep everyone safe. Thus, resilience, autonomy and 
engagement in learning are fostered. 

Getting Started with Forest 
School
If you are interested in introducing FS, think about why 
you want to do this. Talk with the children and the parents 
and the staff. FS is a specialised approach that does 
require training, access to woodland and a long-term 
commitment. It is important to set FS practice within an 
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overall vision of what your setting wishes to achieve for 
all the learners it serves. 

Those leading FS sessions must be trained. FS leadership 
training in Ireland at present is provided through Circle 
of Life Rediscovery (COLR, www.circleofliferediscovery.
com) and huathe (www.huathe.co.uk), in collaboration 
with established Irish FS providers, Forest School Ireland 
(https://forestschoolireland.ie/) and Down to Earth 
(https://www.downtoearthforestschool.ie/) and The 
Nature Hub (https://thenaturehub.ie/). The training is 
accredited by the Open College Network in the UK and 
equates to Level 5 on the Irish Quality and Qualification 
Ireland (QQI) framework. In late 2020, Brigit’s Garden in 
Galway formed a steering group to seek approval for 
a QQI Level 6 Forest School qualification. Trainees are 
required to have prior environmental education, teaching 
or early years background and must also complete an 
Outdoor First Aid training. The above organisations often 
hold adult ‘taster’ days. The IFSA runs regular events, 
which are open to anyone interested in learning more 
about FS. They can serve as a great opportunity to find 
out more and to meet with other like-minded educators. 
The Heritage Council, under its Heritage in Schools 

Programme has FS practitioners who offer programmes 
in primary schools. Make links with your local park 
ranger, local landowners and organisations like Coillte 
and the Forestry Service. 

Conclusion
It seems to me that a very profound opportunity exists 
for educators to reflect on their practice and to enrich 
it through participation in FS. FS pedagogy gives us 
permission to take a step aside, unlocking a more 
playful approach to learning. This in turn promotes 
innovative cross-curricular learning that can contribute 
towards deep and creative meaning-making across the 
curriculum, associated with wellbeing, creativity and 
nature connection. FS enables us to move from being 
adults and children to learners together. The woodland 
provides the tools to enable risks to be taken safely, 
curiosity to be satisfied and boundaries to be tested. FS 
pedagogy can help re-position care, for ourselves, for 
each other and for the natural world, as the core of the 
teaching and learning process in our schools and early 
years settings. 
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Imagination, Connection 
and Involvement: Ecojustice 
Education in Early Childhood
Sarah Foglesong, M.Ed. in Early Childhood Education, Programme Manager, 
Pathfinder Ranch, California, US

Some days, working in early childhood education is 
challenging, and I’m not talking about the actual work, 
the pay, or the often-misunderstood standard behaviour 
of three- to five- year-olds, though those can all be 
challenging as well. The hardest part about teaching in 
the field of early childhood, for me, is that I don’t get 
to see many of the most important results of my work. 
This is as true for nature-based programmes as it is for 
more conventional ones contained within four walls. As 
comforting as it is to remember all the positive roots I 
am helping my students to grow, at the end of the day, I 
rarely have a concrete example of how my work today 
has helped resolve any of the more pressing crises of 
our world. In my teaching practices, this highlights the 

importance of my pedagogy, especially my consideration 
and inclusion of critical pedagogies.

There are a number of critical pedagogies that have been 
applied to early childhood education, yet Ecojustice 
Education, which seeks to weave together many of 
these, has not been applied to early childhood, at least 
not in the field’s research and literature. This paper 
seeks to explore how this socially and ecologically 
conscious critical pedagogy can be applied to an early 
childhood classroom, especially a nature-based one, 
by considering overlapping practices already at work 
in the field. Threads of the existing pedagogies will then 
be woven together to suggest what an Early Childhood 
Ecojustice Education might look like in action.
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Ecojustice Education
Ecojustice Education is a pedagogy to which relatively 
little is attention has been given in early childhood 
education. Martusewicz, Edmundson, & Lupinacci 
(2011) have produced the most in-depth analysis and 
documentation of Ecojustice Education, and though their 
work does not address early childhood education, they 
note that it is a pedagogy they believe many are already 
engaging with, just perhaps not always consciously. 
Martusewicz, Edmundson, & Lupinacci (2011) define 
Ecojustice as: ‘The understanding that local and global 
ecosystems are essential to all life; challenging the 
deep cultural assumptions underlying modern thinking 
that undermine those systems; and the recognition 
of the need to restore the cultural and environmental 
commons’ (p. 20). Ecojustice Education, then, is about 
providing information, opportunities, and experiences 
that support and develop this critical understanding of 
interconnectedness.

Benefits of  Ecojustice 
Education in Early 
Childhood
If other pedagogies addressing aspects of Ecojustice 
Education are already at play in early childhood 
education, one might ask why it is important or useful 
to take on Ecojustice Education at all. First, in the words 
of Martusewicz, Edmundson, & Lupinacci (2011) ‘to 
recognize that we have a fundamentally unsustainable 
culture is to say that we have an obligation to change 
it’ (p. 8). As it stands, pedagogies that address the 
many aspects of our culture that are unsustainable are 
fractured, each addressing one piece of a larger picture, 
but none intentionally addressing the roots of the whole.

One benefit of applying Ecojustice Education to early 
childhood lies in its recognition of the interrelated 
roots of the many issues early childhood educators 
are asked to address in their classrooms. Trying to 
integrate pedagogies for democracy, sense of place, 
sustainability, and social justice can feel overwhelming, 
especially when added atop responsibilities to provide 
strong foundations for literacy, mathematical thinking, 
scientific processing, approaches to academic learning, 
social and emotional skills, and physical development. 
And yet, young children have a right to an education 

that gives them all of these and more. Taking these 
rights of young children seriously ‘requires that early 
care and education be oriented toward and supportive 
of peaceful coexistence, social justice, and care for 
the environment. (Swadener & O’Brien, 2009, p. 132). 
Ecojustice Education offers a framework to do just that, 
and it has the potential to offer that framework in a neat 
package, reducing the number of moving parts that 
teachers are trying to conduct.

Additionally, early childhood education is ideally placed 
to have a more far reaching impact than other levels 
of education ‘since it potentially engages not just the 
individual children, but their families and communities’ 
(Ritchie, 2015, p. 52). This means that Ecojustice 
Education in early childhood has the potential to be 
Ecojustice Education for whole communities.

As it stands, though, Ecojustice Education has only been 
applied (at least within the literature) to middle and high 
school aged students. So, despite the potential benefits 
for applying Ecojustice Education to early childhood, no 
model of this currently seems to exist. In an effort to ensure 
that my developing model remains true to the intentions 
of Ecojustice Education, I will begin by identifying four 
core principles from the primary text on the pedagogy, 
Martusewicz, Edmundson, & Lupinacci (2011).

Core Principles of 
Ecojustice Education
Ecojustice Education bases its pedagogies on several 
core principles, including how it defines the environmental 
crisis, the value it places on non-Western epistemologies, 
the importance of a diverse, participatory democracy, 
and its critique of hierarchical thinking and organising. 
These core principles are important to consider as they 
are ultimately what drive the practices of this pedagogy 
and, therefore, are the principles that must undergird an 
early childhood Ecojustice classroom.

First, Ecojustice Education defines the environmental 
crisis as a fundamentally cultural crisis, ‘that is, a crisis 
in the way people have learned to think and thus behave 
in relation to larger life systems and toward each other’ 
(Martusewicz, Edmundson, & Lupinacci, 2011, p. 8). 
Viewing the environmental crisis as a symptom of a larger 
cultural crisis suggests, particularly in early childhood 
education, that teaching for the environment is in part 
about teaching prosocial skills and ways of thinking.

  Viewing the environmental crisis as a symptom of a larger cultural crisis 
suggests, particularly in early childhood education, that teaching for the 

environment is in part about teaching prosocial skills and ways of thinking. 
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Related to this first principle, Ecojustice Education 
advocates for moving beyond a simply scientific 
understanding of the environment. Martusewicz, 
Edmundson, & Lupinacci (2011) base this on a  
critique that:

Science carries the assumption that to 
“know” the natural world is to be able to 
control it by applying rationality or reason. 
It emphasizes objectivity and purports 
to be culture-free as well as outside of 
morality…. And yet…science is squarely a 
cultural enterprise. (p. 70)

While the recognition of science as a cultural enterprise 
is not in and of itself a problem to be critical of, the culture 
it perpetuates can be in that it perpetuates Western 
patterns of thinking about and relating to others. These 
patterns have been foundational to many of the cultural 
and environmental issues we see today. Applying this 
principle asks not that we banish Western science from 
our classrooms, but that we see it and teach about it for 
what it is: one way among many of learning about and 
knowing the world.

Next, Ecojustice Education values a diverse, participatory 
democracy that ‘challenges us to think and take into 
account each other’s ideas as a matter of trying to live 
well together’ (Martusewicz, Edmundson, & Lupinacci, 
2011, p. 28). It is important to note that this is democracy 
for how people relate to and interact with each other on 
a daily basis; it is not confined to a form of governance, 
though this ideal can certainly be applied to such 

systems. This has clear applications for the classroom 
and the types of relationships and culture teachers foster 
with and among students.

Finally, Ecojustice Education is based on a critical view 
of hierarchical systems of value, finding that they have 
led to the marginalisation of biological and human 
(especially Indigenous) communities. ‘No matter if we’re 
talking about cultural diversity or biodiversity, putting 
any…groups in the margins or defining them as less 
deserving of care and reciprocity is harmful to the whole 
community’ (Martusewicz, Edmundson, & Lupinacci, 
2011, p. 27). This loss of diversity inevitably leads to the 
destruction of communities, and the destruction of one 
community puts all communities at risk by removing 
potentially more successful ways of living on Earth. 
Indigenous cultures in particular are identified as sources 
for learning about other ways of viewing and interacting 
with the world that are less destructive:

There are many, many cultures on this 
planet who for hundreds, even thousands 
of years developed highly complex ways 
of knowing and being that recognize the 
human interdependence with all the other 
creatures we share this world with; we 
cannot be them; we ought not to speak 
for them, but neither ought we ignore 
what they have to teach us.  
 (Martusewicz, Edmundson, & Lupinacci,  
   2011, p. 250)
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Within a classroom, this final principle might be 
translated to teaching that is more inclusive of currently 
marginalised voices. In early childhood, this includes 
the voices of the children themselves as well as their 
families as these are both groups whose voices have 
been decentralised in the decision-making process 
about what is educationally best for students.

Together, these four principles form the basis out of which 
practices for an Early Childhood Ecojustice Education 
might grow. Also informing these potential practices 
are overlapping pedagogies that each apply some, but 
not all, of the Ecojustice Education principles discussed 
above. It is to these pedagogies that I now turn.

Overlapping Pedagogies
Although there are many pedagogies that overlap 
with Ecojustice Education, I have chosen to focus on 
five. These are: anti-bias curriculum and social justice 
education, ecological education and sense of place 
education, and education for democracy. I do not 
propose that a whole-sale mash-up of these pedagogies 
is the solution to understanding EcoJustice Education in 
early childhood, but rather that a borrowing of their most 
relevant threads might weave an image of Ecojustice 
Education in early childhood. This has certainly been the 
case in my practice.

Anti-bias Curriculum and 
Social Justice Education
Anti-bias curriculum, which is in many ways similar to the 
more familiar multicultural curriculum, seeks to teach 
children about acceptance of diversity by addressing 
many types of differences, including gender, sexual 
orientation, race, culture, and abilities. It asks teachers 
of young children to support their students in learning 
to ‘think for themselves, ask difficult questions, and 
take risks that challenge their decision-making abilities’ 
(Jacobson, 2003, p. 7) by offering many opportunities 
to engage with people and ideas that are new and 
different to them. The overarching idea is that children 
exposed to diversity are more likely to see differences 
as valuable and less likely to respond with fear and/
or prejudice. ‘The greater opportunity children have to 
engage with diversity, the more they will learn to care 
about different people’ (Jacobson, 2003, p. 6). Further, 
anti-bias curriculum recognises that all people, including 

teachers, carry biases with them, and asks not that we 
become bias-free, but that we be critical of our biases 
and aware of how they impact our view and treatment 
of, and responsibility to, others. For example, Jacobson 
(2003) notes that being a white anti-bias teacher involves 
more than acknowledging that racism puts others at 
a disadvantage. It also involves realising that racism 
places her and other white teachers (myself included) 
at an advantage and that we have a responsibility to 
use that advantage to promote the rights of everyone. 
To summarise, anti-bias curriculum shares Ecojustice 
Education’s interest in helping students to be aware of 
diversity and hierarchical value systems.

Social justice pedagogies take this one step further by 
seeking to right the injustices an anti-bias curriculum 
considers and by including students in this work for justice. 
While some may argue that young children are too young 
to effectively engage in social justice work, a number of 
educators (i.e. Lalley, 2008; Walters, 2008) feel differently. 
Walters (2008) taught her first grade class about social 
justice by focusing on the themes of “fair” and “unfair” 
as an entry to consideration of “justice” and “injustice”. 
She had two goals of what she hoped to help students 
understand: that children can work for change despite 
their age, and that change for greater fairness and justice 
can take place in their own lives and communities.

It is important for young children to 
understand they have a role in creating a 
more just society – and that children have 
been present in movements to stamp out 
injustice, with the Civil Rights Movement 
and the anti-apartheid movement in 
South Africa being just two examples. 
 (Walters, 2008, p. 151)

As can be seen in these descriptions and examples, 
anti-bias curriculum and social justice education share 
Ecojustice Education’s interest in supporting diverse 
communities and the related goal of fostering critical 
thinking. What is lacking in these practices, though, and 
what Ecojustice Education can offer, is the deliberate 
recognition of hierarchical systems of value as the root 
of the patterns for which solutions are being sought. 
Still, the first thread in an early childhood Ecojustice 
Education can be found in anti-bias curriculum and 
social justice education: age-appropriate ways to teach 
about valuing diversity and acting on injustice. 

  Anti-bias curriculum, which is in many ways similar to the more familiar multicultural 
curriculum, seeks to teach children about acceptance of diversity by addressing many 

types of differences, including gender, sexual orientation, race, culture, and abilities.  
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Ecological and Sense of 
Place Education
While ecological and sense of place education represent 
two distinct pedagogies, in early childhood they share 
many of the same practices, and in practice, sense of 
place is often the focus of ecological education in 
the early years. This is mainly because the purpose of 
ecological education is to develop an understanding of 
the ‘interconnectedness of human and natural worlds 
and a sense of concern for the Earth’ (Judson, 2010, p. 
11). Ideally, this understanding of interconnectedness and 
sense of concern stem from an ecological identity, which, 
according to Pelo (2008) includes a sense of connection 
to a particular place. ‘An ecological identity allows us to 
experience the earth as our home ground, and leaves 
us determined to live in honorable relationship with our 
planet’ (Pelo, 2008, p. 124).

Judson (2010) proposes that imagination and emotion 
are often ignored aspects of developing this sense of 
place. Other researchers in the fields of ecological 
and sense of place education echo the importance of 
these in developing sound ecological understandings, 

suggesting that imagination allows us to engage with 
places and people outside of our immediate experience. 
Pelo (2008) is less clear about the role of imagination in 
an ecological understanding, yet her statements about 
how a sense of place can affect thinking suggests the 
importance of being able to imagination to move beyond 
the grounded reality of here and now:

When no place is home, we don’t mind 
so much when roads are bulldozed into 
wilderness forests to make logging easy. 
When no place is home, a dammed river 
is regrettable, but nor a devastating blow 
to the heart. When no place is home, 
eating food grown thousands of miles 
away is normal, and the cost to the planet 
of processing and shipping it is easy to 
ignore.  (Pelo, 2008, p. 124)

Having a sense of and connection to a home place 
offers a way to ground children’s imaginings about what 
it is like to be in other places and provides a context 
for caring. Developing a subjective relationship with 
the environment is key to the second core principle of 
Ecojustice Education – to move beyond a solely scientific 
understanding of the environment.

Education for Democracy
At its core, and at its best, Education for Democracy 
asks us to imagine early childhood programmes not 
as factories for producing predetermined outcomes 
(academically successful children) nor as commodities 
to be sold (childcare services) as commonly is the case. 
Rather, education for democracy asks us to view early 
childhood programmes as ‘a public forum or meeting 
place in civil society … from which many possibilities can 
emerge, some expected, others not, and most productive 
when relationships are governed by democratic 
practice’ (Moss, 2007, p. 13). It is valuable here to make 
the distinction between democracy as a method of 
governing and democracy as a way of living together; 
these two types of democracy can happily coexist, but 
neither arguably needs the other to survive. Education 
for Democracy primarily focuses on the first of these, 
though the nature of the relationships between and roles 
of parents, teachers, young students often leads to the 
goals bleeding into the administrative processes of the 
programme. This can especially be seen in the emphasis 
on everyone having opportunities to participate in decision 
making, in performing evaluations, in questioning/making 
visible core assumptions and values, and in making 
change (Moss, 2007, pp. 14-15).
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At the level of the students, teachers are intentional about 
setting up routines and expectations so that the children 
are empowered to choose to participate (or not) because 
they believe in the value of joining the community, not 
because they feel compelled by authoritarian strictures. 
This type of teaching requires that students be supported 
in developing a set of skills for democracy. Hobson (2016) 
summarises these as ‘the skills and habits of citizenship…
critical thinking, questioning authority, living a well-rounded 
life not always tethered to the almighty dollar’. Practising 
these skills of democracy within an early childhood 
programme requires that families and teachers have at 
least some shared values including respect for diversity, 
recognition of multiple perspectives and paradigms, 
openness to curiosity, uncertainty, and subjectivity, and 
critical thinking (Moss, 2007, p. 18). In practice, this results 
in parents being viewed as knowledgeable contributors to 
pedagogy, documentation being created for the purposes of 
making practices and values visible (not child observation/
evaluation), and educators being open to ongoing 
learning and professional & personal development (Moss,  
2007, p. 21).

Shared Foundations
It is common for pedagogies in early childhood to focus 
on foundational skills. We do not learn to do algebra 
in early childhood; we learn to count. Similarly, as 
mentioned earlier, we do not learn to act ecologically; 

we develop a sense of place. Since Ecojustice Education 
has not yet (to my knowledge) been intentionally applied 
to early childhood, there are no models demonstrating 
the foundational skills needed to support its larger goals 
and principles. Therefore, I propose that the foundational 
aspects of the overlapping pedagogies described above 
be seen as also foundational to Ecojustice Education 
and as the blueprint for this pedagogy in an early 
childhood classroom.

The three emergent themes that I have identified in the 
above pedagogies and apply to my work in the field are:

1. Imaginative, kinesthetic play as a source for wider 
ways of understanding and knowing;

2. Sense of place as an introduction to 
interconnectedness and valuing diversity; and

3. Active involvement of children and families 
in decision making, curriculum planning, and 
programme evaluation.

Together, I believe these themes form the basis for an 
early childhood Ecojustice Education.

As a practitioner responsible for managing, among others, 
a nature-based early childhood programme, I have found 
the integration of these themes in my organisation’s 
programme and my work to ground me in the ways I do 
have an impact on the more pressing crises of our world, 
and a reminder of my role in helping to create a more 
just and equitable world.
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